Mori Sangyo Co., Ltd. was established in Tokachi Sub-prefecture of Hokkaido in 1976. With our basic concept of "coexistence with nature," our company continues to provide customer-oriented products that play an essential role in the local economy. Our main product, "Tokachi Bark" is a mature compost, comprising a mixture of bark produced in woodworking plants and organic matters such as cattle dung discharged from stockbreeders' barns. This product is completed by fermenting the mixed materials for one year at a high temperature. This "Tokachi Bark" as a main raw material, our company develops, manufactures and sells garden culture soil, joint soil for lawn, vegetative and gardening products and culture soil for agricultural crops.

Meanwhile, in order to promote effective utilization of unused biomass resources at Tokachi, we conduct a crushing project of remaining materials in woods and a development of food residues from food processing plants.

**Major Product Lines:**
- Garden culture materials: Midori (green), Tokachi Bark
- Joint soil for lawn: "Green Shot" series
- Vegetative and gardening products: Tokachi Bark No.1, Tokachi Bark No. 2, Forest No.2
- Culture soil for agricultural crops: pot culture soil, beet culture soil, tomato culture soil, rape culture soil

---

**Corporate Overview**

Address: Kisenc 168, Aza Naka-otofuke, Shiboro-cho, Kato-gun, Hokkaido 0801263 Japan
Company Representative: Masami Mori, president
Phone: +81-1564-5-3191 FAX: +81-1564-5-3111
URL: http://www.forex-mori.com/
Foundation: June, 1976
Capital: 81,000,000 Yen
Employees: 39
Category of Business: Bark compost, garden culture soil, vegetation base material, culture soil for agricultural crops
Business Contents: ① Production, purchase and sales of bark compost and fermented fertilize ② Purchase and sales of agricultural and gardening materials ③ Cultivation test for agricultural products and research services
Contact: Atsushi Tsukamoto, Manager of Management and Planning Division
E-mail: atsushi-tsukamoto@forex-mori.com